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Abstract: We define the predictability of a user interface as the property that an idealised user can predict with sufficient certainty the effect of any action in a given state in a system, where state information is inferred from the perceptible output of the system. In our definition, the user is not required to have full knowledge of a history of actions from an initial state to the current state. Typically such definitions rely on cognitive and knowledge assumptions; in this paper we explore the notion in the situation where the user is an idealised expert and understands perfectly how the device works. In this situation predictability concerns whether the user can tell what state the device is in and accurately predict the consequences of an action from that state simply by looking at the device; normal human users can certainly do no better.

We give a formal definition of predictability in higher order logic and explore how real systems can be verified against the property. We specify two real number entry interfaces in the healthcare domain (drug infusion pumps) as case studies of predictable and unpredictable user interfaces. We analyse the specifications with respect to our formal definition of predictability and thus show how to make unpredictable systems predictable.
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1 Introduction and motivation

Interactive devices have a wide range of application domains, each of which has different requirements and constraints. For instance, interactive systems used for entertainment (e.g., gaming consoles) need interfaces that assist users’ prompt adjustment on actions and decisions, generally aiming for zero-latency response. On the other hand, in safety critical contexts such as healthcare and air traffic control, preventing (or recognising and managing) human errors and avoiding cognitive overload are driving factors in interactive system design.

In the present paper, we focus on number entry user interfaces for drug infusion pumps, an example of “simple” systems that need to be carefully designed in order to avoid unnecessary hazards that may lead to harm, in this case possibly to patient harm, even death, potentially following user error. Drug infusion pumps are interactively “programmed” to deliver controlled
volumes or rates of drugs for therapy. Infusion pumps are used in hospital wards, and some may be used in the patient’s home. An important consideration is that nurses often get interrupted from their work, including when setting up devices.

If a nurse makes an error in setting up an infusion, it can cause severe harm to the patient, and potentially death. A typical problem is that a nurse may enter a number ten times too large, for example 50 mg per hour of morphine instead of 5 mg per hour, and this would be hazardous. However, under-dosing is also a problem: if a patient receives too little of a drug, their recovery may be delayed or they may be in unnecessary pain. Such errors, unfortunately, are not rare. A recent bulletin from the UK government agency MHRA (UK Medicines and Healthcare products Regulatory Agency), which is responsible for ensuring that medicines and medical devices work, reports that between the years 2005 and 2010 there were more than one thousand incidents involving infusion pumps alone in the UK, and several errors were due to number entries [Med10] (this is likely to be under-reported); examples include setting the wrong rate, confusing primary and secondary rates, and not confirming the set rate or the configuration.

Nurses are usually interrupted while they carry out their tasks. There is empirical evidence that interruptions have a disruptive impact on people’s performance and reliability [TM07] that must be taken into account when designing interactive systems for safety-critical application contexts, such as emergency rooms and hospitals [TS06]. If nurses are interrupted while setting up an infusion, they need to stop their task, turn their attention to the interrupting task, and then resume the infusion task. If the pump interface does not show enough information to enable nurses to determine the exact device state, then nurses may fail to correctly resume the task, and an incorrect dosage input might be entered — for example, because they think they completed a step, and upon resumption they actually skip that step. Also, if nurses are aware of this potential threat, they may try to apply workarounds, such as resetting the number entry system and starting over again. Such workarounds considerably slow down the number entry task, but may also result in new issues, for instance, as a side-effect by resetting other parameters of the device, such as the unit of measurement.

There are many factors contributing to the low predictability of interactive medical devices. The ever-increasing functionality constrained within the limited physical dimensions tends to push developers to overload the functionality of a single user interface element. For instance, the UP button, which is typically used to increase the infusion rate, may also be used to provide other functionality in some device modes. However, though the outcome of this mode-dependent functionality will affect future interaction, its different meanings or the confirmation of its execution might not be readily visible to the user in any way. Thus, it makes it difficult for the user to tell what the current state of the system is or to plan future actions.

Users build mental models of the devices they use, and for expert users these models can be highly accurate; in stable conditions users develop expertise and “normative procedures” over time through an exploratory process in which errors are unavoidable and help delineate “the boundaries of acceptable performance” — but even with such expertise, users frequently make errors and depart from these procedures, particularly when situations change or fail to meet expectations, where reliance on “the usual cues” fails them [Ras90]. Similarly, expert errors tend to be of the “strong but wrong” type, committed with confidence where, say, an attentional check is omitted or mistimed, or where some aspect of the environment is misinterpreted [Rea90]. Thus it is clearly of interest to develop systems in which “the usual cues” (whatever they are) are
accurate: to be systems that are consistently predictable.

In this paper, we explain how formal methods helped us to check whether device designs are predictable. Specifically, we present a formal definition of predictability, and we discuss how it can be checked on a device specification. To trial our ideas, we formally specify two real infusion pumps, the Alaris GP and the B-Braun Infusomat Space (current models, 2011), and we use the Symbolic Analyser Laboratory (SAL) model checker to verify the predictability property. The general style of user interface is common to many such devices.

We show that predictability, as defined, does not hold for the B-Braun pump, and we propose some design modifications that correct the identified problems. We note that failure of predictability is not necessarily in itself a criticism of any design. There are many trade offs in design, and loss of predictability because of the presence of other features may be less important in practice than the value of the other features to the user. Indeed there may be better definitions of predictability than we consider in this paper.

The point of the paper, however, is to show that plausible safety-critical properties can be defined, that real devices can be very effectively analysed for their compliance to such properties, and that problems can be precisely identified and hence fixed. Our definition of predictability is taken from the HCI research literature, so it is a meaningful property, and it is clear that loss of predictability as we define it will increase specified hazards in operation. Whether those hazards are somehow compensated for by other design features is an important question that lies beyond the scope of the present paper.

2 Definitions of predictability

Predictability is an example of a formalisable user interface design principle that we intend to be generative, that is to capture relevant human factors concerns in such a way that software engineering can implement systems that are effective relative to those concerns [Thi85]. The interesting research questions, at their most general, are how to have something that is formally tractable, delivers critical insights to designers and evaluators, and is consistent with human factors priorities.

Several definitions of predictability have been presented in the literature when considering interactive devices. In this paper, we are concerned with the case of experienced, skilled users with essentially correct mental models of the device. We aim to check that if such users look at the device and see that it is in a particular display state, then they can predict the next display state if a button is pressed. This seems to be a necessary requirement to use a device safely, certainly without experimenting and relying on an undo operation. In particular, the concern with an idealised expert user means that, if predictability fails, any user equal or less experienced than the ideal (that is, any normal human user) will certainly be unable to predict the next state — thus the definition is conservative. Our approach is similar to Rushby’s work on mode confusion [Rus02]: Rushby compared a specification of the MD-88 aircraft autopilot system with the mental model created by its users for discovering possible sources of mode confusion. In contrast to Rushby, we assume that the idealised user has a precise mental model, that is the user has a correct and complete knowledge of the device functionality.

In the following, we discuss the relation between our definition of predictability with two other
definitions.

Following [Thi84, TH85], Abowd et al, in [ACN92], define \textit{predictability} in terms of whether the effect of future actions can be determined based on knowledge of the past history of actions:

\begin{quote}
Predictability — support for the user to determine the effect of future action based on past interaction history.
\end{quote}

This is a wider definition than we address here, as we assume no knowledge of the history but complete knowledge of the system model; in contrast Abowd et al’s definition is concerned with the learnability of an interface, whereas we are concerned with expert users. Also, they draw the distinction between deterministic behaviour and predictability. The former is a system property whereas the latter is a user-centred concept. The restricted version of predictability we consider is not simply deterministic behaviour as we need it also to be a user-centred property. However, Abowd et al also link the concept of predictability to that of \textit{operation visibility}:

\begin{quote}
Operation visibility refers to the rendering of operations in a way that expresses their availability in the current state. If an operation can be performed, then there must be some perceivable indication of this to the user.
\end{quote}

They also discuss the property of \textit{observability}:

\begin{quote}
Observability allows the user to evaluate the internal state of the system from the perceivable representation of that state. State evaluation allows the user to compare the current observed state with the state intended in the action plan, possibly leading to a plan revision.
\end{quote}

This is a wider property than we consider, consisting of properties of browsability (the system allows the person to explore the interface to work out what is best to do), default-ness (providing default values), reachability and persistence.

Dix [Dix91] also considers related topics formalised within the PIE framework and discusses various forms of predictability. His core notion of predictability corresponds closely to the concept we consider here.

\begin{quote}
Predictability — can we work out from the current effect what the effect of future commands will be? This can be thought of as the “gone for a cup of tea” problem. When you return and have forgotten exactly what you typed to get where you are, can you work out what to do next?
\end{quote}

Dix makes the distinction that the simplest form of predictability involves being able to tell where you are only from the state of the current persistent output of the device, such as what is on the screen. He suggests that more complex forms of predictability assume the presence of a user, for example to explore the interface. This leads to his definition of observability which essentially corresponds to Abowd et al’s notion of observability.

\begin{quote}
Observability — although the system is seen as a black box, the user can infer certain attributes of its internal state by external observation. How much can the user infer?
\end{quote}
How should the user go about examining the system? [...] Predictability can be viewed as a special case of observability when we are interested in observing the entire state as it affects subsequent interaction.

In particular, Dix argues that predictability should not be based on the full system state but on the state as (potentially) perceived by the user: a monotone closure of the system state.

3 Formal specification of number entry systems

We now develop a formal specification of the number entry systems of two real medical devices: the Alaris GP [Hea06], and the B-Braun Infusomat Space [B-B] infusion pumps. The specification is given in higher-order logic: we model information relevant to the display of the device as device states, and we specify device functionality using transition functions over device states. In our specification, we take into account the real values displayed by the devices, and the real action-effect relation of button presses. The higher-order logic specification language we use is that of the Symbolic Analysis Laboratory SAL [MOR+04], which is based on typed higher-order logic, and includes, among others, function, tuple, and record type constructors for the definition of new types. The function type with domain type $D$ and range type $R$ is denoted $[D \rightarrow R]$. Function, tuple, and record types can be dependent, that is the range of a function, or the type of a component of a tuple or record, may depend on the value of a function argument, or on the value of another component.

The specifications below have been obtained by reverse-engineering the real devices based using interaction walkthrough [Thi07]. We thus reverse engineered the specifications used below from the user documentation together with careful manual exploration of the actual devices and repeating until we had accurate specifications. We admit that this approach is potentially error-prone, but even so, the design and formal issues raised are real, and the complexity and level of detail of the specifications is certainly equal to real systems even if they have minor errors. Even if there are minor errors, since we are professional computer scientists, our specifications will be better than any typical user’s understanding of the systems — our approach models idealised users well. (In principle, formal specifications could have been derived from the actual specifications of the devices if these were available, perhaps as provided by the manufacturers.) In particular, we are showing that our analysis and general approach can handle and provide insights into real systems of this sort of complexity.

3.1 Alaris GP

The number entry subsystem of the user interface on the Alaris GP has four buttons. A pair of buttons is used to increase the value displayed and a second pair is used to decrease the value displayed. In each pair of buttons, one of the buttons causes a change ten times bigger than the change caused by the other button. Typically, clicking either single chevron (arrow) key changes the last digit of the value displayed and clicking either double chevron key changes the second to last digit of the value displayed.

We developed a detailed specification of the Alaris GP number entry system with four functions (see figure 1). Each function describes the action-effect of pressing one of the chevron
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Figure 1: Alaris GP programmable infusion device.

buttons on the device interface: function \textit{alaris\_up} models the small step increase button press; function \textit{alaris\_UP} models the big step increase button press; functions \textit{alaris\_dn} and \textit{alaris\_DN} model the small step and big step decrease buttons press. In the specification, we use type \textit{alaris\_real} for defining the domain of the numbers handled by the device in the rate mode \textit{alaris\_real}: \textbf{TYPE} = \{r: nonneg\_real | r <= \textit{max}\}, where \textit{max} is a symbolic constant representing the maximum real number handled by the device, and function \textit{trim} for enforcing that the number resulting from the button presses is within the bounds of \textit{alaris\_real}, that is, \textit{trim}(x) returns $x$ if $0 \leq x \leq \textit{max}$, otherwise the function returns either $0$ (if $x < 0$) or $\textit{max}$ (if $x > \textit{max}$).

\textbf{alaris\_up} The function increases the number shown on the display of the device according to the following rules: if the number on the display is below one hundred, then the fractional part of the number is increased to the next decimal (e.g., if the display shows 9.1 and the small increase button is pressed, then the display becomes 9.2); if the number is between one hundred and one thousand, then the unit digit of the number is increased to the next unit digit (e.g., if the display shows 123 and the small increase button is pressed, then the display becomes 124); if the number is above one thousand, then the tens digit of the number is increased to the next tens digit (e.g., if the display shows 1080 and the small increase button is pressed, then the display becomes 1090). The specification of the function follows.

\begin{verbatim}
alaris\_up(val: alaris\_real): alaris\_real =
  IF val < 100 THEN trim( floor(val\string*10) + 1 ) / 10 )
  ELSIF val >= 100 AND val < 1000 THEN trim( floor(val) + 1 )
  ELSE trim( floor(val/10) + 1 ) * 10 )
  ENDIF;
\end{verbatim}
**alaris_dn** The function decreases the number shown on the display of the device according to rules that are almost symmetric to those of the *alaris_up* button: if the number on the display is below one hundred, then the fractional part of the number is decreased to the next decimal (e.g., if the display shows 9.1 and the small decrease button is pressed, then the display becomes 9); if the number is between one hundred and one thousand, then the unit digit of the number is decreased to the next unit digit (e.g., if the display shows 123 and the small decrease button is pressed, then the display becomes 122); if the number is above one thousand, then the tens digit of the number is decreased to the next tens digit (e.g., if the display shows 1080 and the small decrease button is pressed, then the display becomes 1070). The specification of the function follows.

\[
\text{alaris_dn}(\text{val}: \text{alaris_real}): \text{alaris_real} = \\
\text{IF} \quad \text{val} < 100 \text{ THEN trim}( \text{ceil}(\text{val} \times 10) - 1) / 10 \) \text{ ELSE} \quad \text{trim( \text{ceil}(\text{val}) - 1)} \end{align*}

**alaris_UP** The function increases the number shown on the display of the device according to rules that are similar to those of the *alaris_dn* button: if the number on the display is below one hundred, then the number is increased to the next unit digit (e.g., if the display shows 9.1 and the big increase button is pressed, then the display becomes 10); if the number is between one hundred and one thousand, then the tens digit of the number is increased to the next tens digit (e.g., if the display shows 123 and the big increase button is pressed, then the display becomes 130); if the number is above one thousand, then the hundreds digit of the number is increased to the next hundreds digit (e.g., if the display shows 1080 and the big increase button is pressed, then the display becomes 1100). The specification of the function follows.

\[
\text{alaris_UP}(\text{val}: \text{alaris_real}): \text{alaris_real} = \\
\text{IF} \quad \text{val} < 100 \text{ THEN trim( floor(\text{val}) + 1)} \text{ ELSE} \quad \text{trim( \text{floor}(\text{val}/10) + 1) \times 10)} \end{align*}

**alaris_DN** The function decreases the number shown on the display of the device according to rules that are similar to those of the *alaris_UP* button: if the number on the display is below one hundred, then the fractional part of the number is decreased to the next unit digit (e.g., if the display shows 9.1 and the big decrease button is pressed, then the display becomes 9); if the number is between one hundred and one thousand, then the tens digit of the number is decreased to the next tens digit (e.g., if the display shows 123 and the big decrease button is pressed, then the display becomes 120); if the number is above one thousand, then the hundreds digit of the number is decreased to the next hundreds digit (e.g., if the display shows 1080 and the big decrease button is pressed, then the display becomes 1000). The specification of the function follows.

\[
\text{alaris_DN}(\text{val}: \text{alaris_real}): \text{alaris_real} = \\
\text{IF} \quad \text{val} < 100 \text{ THEN trim( \text{ceil}(\text{val}) - 1)} \text{ ELSE} \quad \text{trim( \text{ceil}(\text{val}/100) - 1) \times 100)} \end{align*}
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Figure 2: B-Braun Infusomat Space programmable infusion device.

3.2 B-Braun Infusomat Space

The B-Braun Infusomat Space’s number entry interface has four buttons (see figure 2). The left and right buttons are used to change the cursor position. The left button increases the cursor position and the right button decreases the cursor position. The cursor is at position 0 when it selects the unit value on the number displayed. The up and down buttons increase or decrease the current number by $10^{\text{CursorPosition}}$ respectively. The device has an auxiliary memory for restoring the last displayed value when the button presses cause overshooting the maximum or the minimum values handled by the device.

In the specification each function describes the action-effect of pressing one of the four arrow buttons on the device interface: functions `bbraun_up` and `bbraun_dn` model the effect of pressing the up and down buttons; functions `bbraun_lt` and `bbraun_rt` model the effect of pressing the left and right navigation button. In the specification, we use type `bbraun_real` for defining the domain of the numbers handled by the device (`bbraun_real: TYPE = \{r: \\text{nonneg} \text{real} \mid r \leq 99999\}`), and we use the structured type `State` for defining the minimal information needed for specifying the behaviour of the device. The state includes three fields: current display value (`display`), current cursor position (`CursorPosition`), and content of the memory (`memory`). In the specification, we use the constant `NA` for specifying a clear memory.

`bbraun_up` The function modifies the value of the number shown on the display of the device according to the following rules: if the value currently displayed by the device plus $10^{\text{CursorPosition}}$ overshoots the maximum value, then the display value is stored in memory and the display gets updated with the maximum value, 99999 (e.g., when the display shows 90010 and the cursor is on the ten thousands digit, if the up button is pressed then the value 90010 is stored in memory and the display shows 99999); if the value currently displayed by the device plus $10^{\text{CursorPosition}}$ does not overshoot the maximum value, the functionality of the up button depends on the content of the device’s memory — if the memory contains a number, then the up button acts as a recall memory button (e.g., if the memory contains 100, the action of pressing the up button will display 100, regardless of the number shown on the display, otherwise the displayed number is increased by $10^{\text{CursorPosition}}$ (e.g., when the display is 10 and the cursor is on the hundreds decimal, if the up button is clicked then the new displayed value is 110). The specification of the function follows.
The function modifies the value of the number shown on the display of the device according to rules that resemble a specular behaviour with respect to those of the up button: if the value currently displayed by the device minus $10^{\text{cursorPosition}}$ overshoots the minimum value and the cursor is on a digit of the integer part of the number, then $10^{\text{cursorPosition}}$ is stored in memory and the display gets updated with a default minimum value (e.g., when the display shows 10 and the cursor is on the thousands digit, if the down button is pressed then the value 1000 is stored in memory and the display shows 0.1); if the value currently displayed by the device minus $10^{\text{cursorPosition}}$ overshoots the minimum value and the cursor is on a digit of the fractional part of the number, then the display becomes 0; if the value currently displayed by the device minus $10^{\text{cursorPosition}}$ does not overshoot the minimum value, the functionality of the down button depends on the content of the device’s memory — if the memory contains a number, then the down button acts as a recall memory button (e.g., if the memory contains 910, the action of pressing the down button will display 910, regardless of the number shown on the display), otherwise the displayed number is decreased by $10^{\text{cursorPosition}}$. The specification of the function follows.

```
bbraun_dn(st: State): State =
LET val:bbraun_real = display(st),
  i:cursor = position(st),
  mem:bbraun_real = memory(st) IN
LET new_val:real = val + pow10(i) IN
  IF new_val > max THEN (max, i, val)
  ELSE new_val <= max
    IF valid? (mem)
      THEN (value(mem), i, NA)
      ELSE (new_val, i, NA) ENDF
    ELSE (max, i, NA) ENDF
ENDIF

bbraun_dn(st: State): State =
LET val:bbraun_real = display(st),
  i:cursor = position(st),
  mem:bbraun_real = memory(st) IN
  IF val = 0 THEN st
  ELSE LET new_val:real = val - pow10(i) IN
    IF new_val < 0 THEN
      IF i = 4 OR i = 3
        THEN (1, i, pow10(i))
      ELIF i >= 0 AND i < 3
        THEN (0.1, i, pow10(i))
      ELSE (0, i, NA) ENDF
    ELSE % new_val >= 0
      IF valid? (mem)
        THEN (value(mem), i, NA)
      ELSE (new_val, i, NA) ENDF
    ENDF
ENDIF

bbraun_dp The function moves the cursor one position to the left and acts as clear memory button. Specifically, if the cursor position is not on the most significant (integer) digit and the left button is pressed, then the cursor moves left one position and the device memory is cleared; otherwise,
the left button is disabled (i.e., any left button press does not change the device state in this situation). The specification of the function follows.

```plaintext
bbraun_lfxst(st: State): State =
LET val:bbraun_real = display(st),
i:cursor = position(st),
mem:bbraun_real = memory(st) IN
IF i < 4 THEN (val, i + 1, NA)
ELSE i = 4
   (val, i, mem)
ENDIF*
```

**bbraun_rt** The function has a behaviour which is symmetric to that of the left button. Specifically, if the cursor position is not on the least significant (fractional) digit and the right button is pressed, then the cursor moves one position to the right and the device memory is cleared; otherwise, the right button is disabled. The specification of the function follows.

```plaintext
bbraun_rtxst(st: State): State =
LET val:bbraun_real = display(st),
i:cursor = position(st),
mem:bbraun_real = memory(st) IN
IF i > -2 THEN (val, i - 1, NA)
ELSE i = -2
   (val, i , mem)
ENDIF*
```

### 4 Analysis

Predictability in the sense we are considering concerns whether it is possible to tell the state that the device is in from the interface model. A device is not predictable if from information visible to the user on the interface there is more than one possible state it could move to as a result of some action. To analyse predictability in SAL, we specify two models: a device model and a prediction model. The device model is a specification on the interface level of how the device is programmed. The prediction model is a specification of what users might expect, based on the display information and the complete mental model of the device. Intuitively, a device is then predictable, if the device and prediction models match, where matching means that the values of the corresponding variables in the device and prediction models are equal in all the reachable states of the device.

To illustrate our approach, we describe below the analysis carried out on the B-Braun number entry model. We start by specifying in SAL the device model of its number entry system. Our specification is the following state transition system:

```plaintext
device : MODULE =
BEGIN
INPUT event: Event
GLOBAL st: State
INITIALIZATION
   st = (0, 0, NA);
```
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The transition system is initialised so that the value displayed is 0, the cursor is in the position 0 and the memory is clear. The input variable \textit{event} represents button presses (up, dn, lf, rt). Each guarded command specifies a state transition that is triggered by the corresponding event (primed variables represent new values). Thus, our model \textit{device} generates all possible sequences of button presses and the associated changes of the device state derived from a specific initial state.

The prediction model is a reduced version of the device model. Its specification is as follows:

```
prediction : MODULE =
BEGIN
  INPUT event: Event
  INPUT st: State
  OUTPUT predicted: bbraun_real
INITIALIZATION
  predicted = display(st);
TRANSITION
  [ event = up -->
    predicted' =
      LET new_val:real = display(st) + pow10(position(st)) IN
      IF new_val > max THEN max ELSE new_val ENDIF
  ] event = dn -->
  predicted' =
    LET val:bbraun_real = display(st), i:cursor = position(st) IN
    LET new_val:real = val - pow10(i) IN
    IF val = 0 THEN 0
    ELSEIF new_val >= 0 THEN new_val
    ELSIF i = 4 OR i = 3 THEN 1
    ELSIF i >= 0 AND i <= 2 THEN 0.1
    ELSE 0 ENDIF
  ] ELSE --> predicted' = display(st)
] END
```

The variable \textit{predicted} represents a new value that users would expect to be displayed as a result of a button press. The model \textit{prediction} abstracts away the hidden state (memory) of the device. Thus, the calculation of \textit{predicted} is based solely on what is on display. Otherwise, it is done according to the same rules as specified by \textit{bbraun_up} and \textit{bbraun_dn}. This captures our assumption that the user has a complete mental model of the device.

Now, we can check whether both models match with respect to the number value. If they don’t (i.e., there exists a system state where \textit{display(st)} and \textit{predicted} differ), we say that the device is unpredictable. Formally, this is specified in SAL as follows:

```
system: MODULE = device || prediction;
predictable: CLAIM system |- G (display(st) = predicted);
```
The model system is a synchronous composition of the device and prediction models, which means that their transition systems are merged so that a transition is performed by both models in each step of the combined system. The LTL property predictable states that the predicate display(st) = predicted is an invariant, that is, it holds in all system states.

The verification of this property with SAL fails for the B-Braun. The counter example generated by the tool shows that, starting from the initial state with display(st) = 0, the sequence of button presses up, If, dn, up leads to the system state with display(st) = 10, which corresponds to what the real device produces for this input sequence: starting from (0, 0, NA), by pressing the up button, the device state changes into (1, 0, NA): the number on the display is incremented by 1; then, by pressing the left button, the state changes into (1, 1, NA): the cursor highlights the tens digit; by pressing the down button, the device overshoots the minimum value (1 − 10 < 0), and the new state is (0.1, 1, 10): the display shows the minimum value (0.1) and stores 10 (i.e., pow10(cursorPosition)) in memory; finally, by pressing the up button, the state becomes (10, 1, NA): the up button recalls and clears the memory.

However the value the user would expect is different: predicted = 10.1. Indeed, if we calculate the next value by using the information displayed by the pump, we get the following sequence of displayed values. Starting from 0, by pressing the up button, the device goes to 1; the left button press moves the cursor to the tens digit. Then, the down button press causes an overshoot of the minimum value (1 − 10 is a negative number), and the device displays a minimum default value, which is 0.1 in this case. At this point, the cursor is still selecting the tens digit; hence, by hitting the up button, the user would expect 10.1 (10 + 0.1).

Thus, the above example indicates that our formalisation allows the detection of issues related to predictability of interfaces of real-world safety-critical interactive systems. We have checked the same property for the specification of the Alaris pump, and such a specification doesn’t have such predictability issues. Below, we discuss several candidate solutions to the problem of B-Braun, and formally verify whether they indeed solve it.

### 4.1 Possible solutions to the B-Braun Issues

We now propose three possible solutions to overcome the predictability issues of the B-Braun infusion pump. For each proposed solution, we checked with SAL that the predictability property holds.

1. **Don’t use memory.** This reduces the functionality of the device at the boundary cases where the device becomes unpredictable. As a result a user would always be able to predict with certainty the consequence of an action just by looking at the device. The predictability of the device is confirmed by the formal verification of the property predictable for the modified device model so that it does not include memory. However, this solution means that the possible perception that the up button undoes the action of the down button breaks at these boundary cases.

2. **Increase the visibility of the system state by showing on the display of the device when a number is stored in memory.** This ensures that the display of the device shows sufficient information to understand the current state of the device. In addition, the down button should not be overloaded with undo functionality. Instead, a different button
should be used for that purpose (e.g., the C button). Again, we modified the device model so that it displays the memory when the latter is not empty. The prediction model was also modified so that it uses the displayed information to calculate the predicted value. The formal verification confirms that the property predictable holds in this case.

3. **Avoid overshooting by ignoring the button presses that cause overshooting.** This should generally be coupled with audible/visual feedback to signal that the button press has been ignored. This solution implies that setting the max and min values on the interfaces would require more effort from the user but with the possible consequence that they are more aware of setting values at these boundaries. This solution supports the classic user interface design principle of making critical actions more difficult to perform [Nor02, Nor83].

5 Discussion and conclusions

Even something as simple as number entry with four up/down/left/right keys is more complex than it appears.

It is plausible that the manufacturers write programs to handle button presses and adjust numbers without using formal methods such as this paper demonstrates; whatever software development process is employed, it evidently results in acceptable functionality, as the devices we have examined are widely used. Yet when the devices are closely examined, there are many boundary cases where interactive functionality seems awkward; this compromises the predictability of the devices, and hence may lead to unnecessary hazards in use. We have stressed that whether those hazards are balanced by the possible benefits of predictability-compromising features is an essentially empirical question beyond the scope of the present paper. The fact that the present paper’s analysis raises such design questions is an important benefit of the approach.

Our modelling shows that formal methods can be conveniently used for studying predictability of non-trivial user interfaces: on the one hand, the mere exercise of building a formal specification of the interface gave us useful insights on possible design issues, even before performing the analysis with the model checking tool; on the other hand, the formal tool enabled us to explore all possible behaviours, thus allowing us to explore the validity of the proposed design modifications.

The increasing demand for advanced functionality forces single devices to be used for a wide variety tasks, but under the fixed physical constraints of the devices. It is understandable that over time users (or organisations) would require more sophisticated interactive systems that assist their varied tasks. However, the required generality introduces inconsistent behaviour to the user interface, which is sometimes an obstacle to the user’s mental model development. In addition, even if users have a complete and sound mental model of the system, the increasing number of hidden states that are inevitable with general-purpose systems makes it harder for them to predict the consequences of their actions.

Formal methods provide tools and methodologies for developers to formally analyse interactive systems from a systematic perspective, so as to identify crucial information that should be presented to the user in order to clarify the current state and increase the predictability. However, just like there is trade-off between functionality and predictability, high level clarity of the
system state also demand high level information presentation, which could potentially lead to cognitive system overload. In future, we plan to develop use empirical evaluation and hence develop an evidence-based balance between predictability and functionality.
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